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ABSTRACT

Objectives: This study aims to assess the reliability and validity of the Turkish version of the ABILHAND questionnaire in individuals with rheumatoid
arthritis (RA) [ABILHAND-RA (TR)] using the Rasch analysis.
Materials and methods: A total 90 individuals (15 males, 75 females; mean age 51.8±10.9 years; range, 20 to 65 years) diagnosed as RA according
to the criteria of the American College of Rheumatology were included. The ABILHAND-RA (TR) was used to determine manual ability, while disease
activity was evaluated by the use of Disease Activity Score 28 (DAS28). Jamar hand dynamometer and pinch-meter were used to examine grip and
pinch strength of the participants. Nine Hole Peg Test (NHPT) and Duruoz Hand Index (DHI) measured hand disability level. Nottingham Health
Profile (NHP) was used to assess quality of life. ABILHAND-RA (TR) results were analyzed using the Rasch analysis method.
Results: Item 20 was excluded from the 27-item ABILHAND-RA (TR) as 96% of the individuals rated this item as “easy”. The new set of 18 items
(7 subtests and 11 items) were found to sustain item invariance and fit to the Rasch model. Significant relationships were found between
ABILHAND-RA (TR) and DAS28, bilateral grip strength, NHPT dominant side results, DHI, and NHP.
Conclusion: Turkish version of the ABILHAND-RA was found to be clinically valid, reliable, and sensitive enough to be used in clinical evaluations,
rehabilitation interventions, and for progression follow-up in individuals with RA.
Keywords: Activities of daily living, questionnaires, rheumatoid arthritis, upper extremity.

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic and
systemic inflammatory disease with accompanying
articular and extraarticular symptoms.1 It is the
most common chronic inflammatory polyarthritis
in adults affecting 1% of the population.2 According
to a study conducted in 2006, prevalence of RA
in Turkey was found to be 0.36%.3
Rheumatoid arthritis may affect joints with
symmetrical involvement; however, it was

reported that relatively small joints such as
phalangeal joints and wrist may be affected
more frequently in early phases.4 It is thought
that hand and wrist are the mainly affected
joints in 80 to 90% of the individuals with RA;
representing symptoms of inflammation, mild to
severe deformities, pain, muscle weakness, and
range of motion limitation that eventually lead to
functional loss.5
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It is considered that in addition to hand grip,
pinch grip, and range of motion as objective
measurements, the most reliable way to assess
functional capacity of an individual is to evaluate
perceived functional level using targeted tools as
Nine Hole Peg Test (NHPT) and Duruoz Hand
Index (DHI).6 During the last decade, various
evaluation tools (i.e., arthritis impact measurement
scale, disability of the arm, shoulder and hand
questionnaire, and Michigan hand outcome
questionnaire) have commonly been used in clinical
research for measuring the outcomes of related
interventions. The aim of using evaluation tools
is defined as to identify the overall difficulty in
performing daily activities that is usually referred
to as disability.7 However, mostly, these generic
tools were not designed to assess rheumatoid
hand by focusing on the functional outcome of an
intervention targeted to rehabilitate hand skill and/or
to increase functional capacity of an individual.
ABILHAND questionnaire was developed
as a hand skill measurement tool based on
individuals’ perceptions. It was initially developed
and validated for persons with RA8 and then for
persons with chronic stroke9 as well as for several
other diagnoses.10-13 ABILHAND questionnaire
focuses on inventories that best represent hand
activities. Some of the items were chosen from
current tools, whereas others were designed to
enrich the variety of hand activities. ABILHAND
questionnaire, which was not designed to evaluate
hand function specific to RA, originally contains
56 items. Following a successive Rasch analysis
conducted by Durez et al.,14 the number of items
was reduced to 27, which were found to be much
more sensitive and appropriate for assessing and
discriminating hand skills.
Manual ability may be defined as the capacity
of performing daily activities that require the use
of upper extremities. Manual ability is evaluated
by questionnaires that determine the perceived
difficulties during activity performance. Linear
measurement of manual ability is possible only
with the help of obtained raw scores that are
suitable for a given Rasch model.9 Recently, the
tendency to use Rasch models has increased
due to its ability to ease the development and
validation of outcome measurement tools.15 Rasch
analysis helps to convert ordinal scores into linear
measurements and gather psychometric data
that are otherwise impossible to obtain by using
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classical test theories.9,16,17 The most significant
advantage of linear measurements is their ability
to provide equally distributed units that allow
obtaining correct results while performing interand/or intra-individual comparisons.18 Equivalent
scores show the level of equivalency of the
measured construct in different populations, which
is a necessity to represent the cultural stability of
a given measure.19 Therefore, in this study, we
aimed to assess the reliability and validity of the
ABILHAND-RA (TR) using the Rasch analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A total of 90 individuals (15 males, 75 females;
mean age 51.8±10.9 years; range 20 to 65 years)
with RA were recruited between September 2016
and June 2017 from Pamukkale University Faculty
of Medicine Rheumatology Outpatient Clinic.
RA diagnosis was established according to the
classification criteria of the American College of
Rheumatology.20 Inclusion criteria were (i) being
aged between 20-65 years, (ii) having stable
medical treatment for the last six months prior to
the study, and (iii) being fluent in Turkish language.
Exclusion criteria were (i) having a neurological
condition affecting hand functions (peripheral
nerve lesion, prior trauma and/or surgery,
or cerebrovascular condition), (ii) having any
psychiatric condition that may affect cooperation,
or (iii) having heart failure and/or pulmonary
pathology that may affect the performance in
daily activities. The study protocol was approved
for non-interventional clinical investigations by the
Pamukkale University Faculty of Medicine Ethics
Committee (decision no: 60116787-020/2755,
dated 01 November 2017). A written informed
consent was obtained from each participant.
The study was conducted in accordance with
the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Demographic characteristics of the individuals
were collected via a structured interview. All
participants were evaluated in the outpatient
clinic by the same researcher. Disease activity
was calculated using Disease Activity Score 28
(DAS28).21 Functional tests were performed in a
single session that lasted about 45 to 60 minutes.
Manual ability was evaluated using the
ABILHAND-RA (TR), an inventory of 27 common
manual activities, rated as: 0= impossible,
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1= difficult, 2= easy. The volunteer was asked to
evaluate the ease of performing the activities of
daily living regardless of the limb(s) actually used
and the strategy used.8
Maximum voluntary handgrip, fingertip grip,
lateral grip, and tripod grip force were measured
using the Jamar dynamometer and a pinchmeter according to the procedure explained by
Mathiowetz et al.22 Manuel dexterity was assessed
using the NHPT.23 All tests were performed for
both hands starting from the less affected hand
defined by the individuals themselves.
To evaluate disability of the hand, individuals
completed the DHI that comprises of 18 questions.
DHI consists of questions that are divided into five
categories as kitchen, dressing, hygiene, in the
office, and other activities. Answers are structured
and scored as: “Yes, without difficulty” (=0),
“Yes, with a little difficulty” (=1), “Yes, with some
difficulty” (=2), “Yes, with much difficulty” (=3),
“Nearly impossible to do” (=4), “Impossible” (=5).
Total score is the sum of all answers and ranges
from 0 to 90. Higher score indicates disrupted
hand functions.24
The health related quality of life was evaluated
by using the Nottingham Health Profile (NHP).
NHP is comprised of 38 items where each item
is answered as “Yes” or “No”. Six categories
were evaluated within NHP as energy level,
pain, emotional reactions, sleep, social isolation,
and physical skill. Total score ranges between
0 and 100. A higher score indicates lower quality
of life.25 Kucukdeveci et al.26 conducted the
Turkish version study of NHP previously.
During ABILHAND questionnaire’s crosscultural
adaptation
process,
previously
recommended procedures were followed in
five stages.27,28 Firstly, the questionnaire was
translated from English to Turkish by two different
independent translators, whose native language
was Turkish, and then both translations were
synthesized into one. Secondly, other two
independent translators (native in English language)
who were unaware of the original items performed
back-translations of the previously obtained
Turkish translation of the questionnaire. After the
translations were completed, four physiotherapists
experienced in RA, who did not participate in the
translation processes, held a consensus meeting
and prepared the pre-final version. Lastly, the

pre-final version of ABILHAND-RA (TR) was
administered to 10 individuals with RA to evaluate
comprehensibility and to determine other linguistic
fine-tuning. During these interviews, no conflicts
were obtained related to the comprehension or
clarity of the items. The 27-item ABILHAND-RA
(TR) was provided in Appendix 1.
Statistical analysis
Internal construct validity and external
construct validity (convergent validity) were
determined by using the Rasch analysis (partial
credit Rasch model) and Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient (rho), respectively.29-31
If any significant relationship was identified, the
rho value was determined as “no relationship”
or “insignificant relationship” between the values
p=0.00-0.19, “weak (low) relationship” between
p=0.20-0.39, “average relationship” between
p=0.40-0.69, “strong (high) relationship” between
p=0.70-0.89 and “very strong relationship”
between p=0.90-1.0.32 The relationship between
questionnaire score and demographical data was
analyzed using the appropriate Mann-Whitney U
test or Spearman’s rho. Wilcoxon signed-rank test
results were provided for grip test comparisons.
Reliability was investigated by using person
separation index (PSI).33,34 Validities over 0.70 and
over 0.85 were accepted as sufficient for group
level and individual level analysis, respectively.35
Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC, one-way
random model) was used to evaluate test-retest
reliability.36 The interpretation of ICC score
was as follows: under 0.50=poor reliability,
between 0.50-0.75=moderate reliability, between
0.76-0.90=good reliability, over 0.90=excellent
reliability.37
The IBM SPSS version 21.0 software (IBM
Corp., Armonk, New York, USA) and Rasch
Unidimensional Measurement Model 2020
program (RUMM, Perth, Western Australia) was
used to perform statistical analyses and calculations.
Statistical significance value was set at p<0.05.
Investigation of Rasch model
assumptions38,39
- The threshold ordering of polytomous items
was investigated with the help of threshold graphs.
- Local independence of items: Residual item
correlation over 0.3 or higher was accepted as
local dependence.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of participants (n=90)
Variables

n

%

Mean±SD

Median

Min-Max

51.8±10.9

54

20-65

Body mass index (kg/m2)

28.1±6.1

27.4

17.8-58.8

Disease activity score 28 (n=64)

2.90±1.41

2.76

0.96-6.40

8.8±6.8

7.0

0.3-30.0

30.6±46.8

10.0

0.0-180.0

Age (year)
Gender
Female
Male

75
15

83.3
16.7

Dominant hand
Right
Left

81
9

90.0
10.0

Disease duration (year)
Morning stiffness (minute)
SD: Standard deviation; Min: Minimum; Max: Maximum.

- Tests of model fit (misfit): In the tests of
model fit, insignificant results of chi-square test
with Bonferroni adjustment (item-trait interaction
statistics) indicated that the data set fits to
the Rasch model and verified the property of
invariance across the trait. For residuals within
the range of ±2.5 and with chi-square values
below 10, the items were accepted to fit to the
Rasch model.
- Unidimensionality: Whether the model
sustained the assumption of unidimensionality
or not was investigated by comparing the two
subdimensions, which were formed as a result of
residual principal component analysis and had a
threshold of at least.12 The lack of any difference
between the average of the two subdimensions
and a confidence interval (CI) of 0.05 indicated
unidimensionality.
- Differential item functioning (DIF): Two-way
analysis of variance was used to test if there
was any difference in the possibility of providing
different answers to the same item by the individuals

in different groups. The invariance in the item
difficulty hierarchy among subgroups formed was
based on age, sex, disease duration, and DAS28.
Subgroups were: age (≤median age of 54 years
≥median), sex (female-male), disease duration
(≤median duration of seven years ≥median) and
DAS28 (≤median DAS28 of 2.76 years ≥median).
- The measurement’s item and person
detection were evaluated by comparing the
mean person location level and the average item
difficulty. In multiple tests for fit and DIF statistics,
Bonferroni adjustment was applied.40

RESULTS
Demographic
characteristics
of
the
participants were presented in Table 1. Median
Jamar grip strength of the dominant hand and
non-dominant hand were measured as 15.4 kg
(range, 2.7 to 39.3) and 14.6 kg (range, 0.0 to 36.7),
respectively (Table 2). Grip strength of the

Table 2. Results of dominant hand and non-dominant hand
Dominant

Non dominant

Mean±SD

Median

Min-Max

Mean±SD

Median

Min-Max

Z

p*

Jamar grip strength (kg)

16.1±7.8

15.4

2.7-39.3

15.0±6.8

14.6

0.0-36.7

2.959

0.003

Pinch grip (kg)

3.2±1.7

2.83

0.50-10.00

3.1±1.6

2.83

0.00-8.66

1.627

0.104
0.005

Lateral grip (kg)

5.2±2.3

4.75

0.90-11.33

4.9±2.2

4.73

0.00-10.90

2.794

Tripod grip (kg)

4.0±1.8

3.58

1.00-9.50

3.7±1.5

3.48

0.00-8.36

2.586

0.010

Nine Hole Peg Test (sec)

21.7±4.2

20.86

15.06-41.33

22.2±4.8

21.20

0.00-38.66

2.652

0.008

SD: Standard deviation; Min: Minimum; Max: Maximum; * Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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Table 3. Descriptive data of scales applied
Scales

Mean±SD

Duruoz Hand Index

Median

Min-Max

18.4±17.6

11.50

0.00-67.00

252.4±154.3

236.27

0.00-543.76

Energy level

63.7±36.1

63.20

0.00-100.00

Pain

50.0±37.3

42.69

0.00-100.00

Emotional reactions

Nottingham Health Profile total

40.3±32.0

40.60

0.00-100.00

Sleep

28.4±3.0

19.75

0.00-100.00

Social isolation

39.2±31.9

38.82

0.00-100.00

Physical skill

30.8±19.8

21.99

0.00-78.70

SD: Standard deviation; Min: Minimum; Max: Maximum.

the unidimensionality assumption, residual
correlations were quite high between some items.
In order to resolve local dependence issue and
to increase the fit to the Rasch model, subtests
were formed using these items (Appendix 2). Item
20, which 96% of the individuals marked “easy”,
was excluded (disordered threshold, uniform
DIF and DAS28).

dominant hand was higher compared to nondominant side (z=2.959; p=0.003). Similarly,
significant differences were found in favor of
the dominant side in the aspects of lateral grip,
tripod grip, and NHPT results (p<0.05).
Internal consistency coefficient (Cronbach’s
alpha) value was identified as 0.953 for DHI.
Identifiers related to the subdimensions of DHI
and NHP were provided in Table 3.

The remaining 18 items (7 subtests and
11 items) were found to sustain item invariance
and fit to the Rasch model (c2=19.288; SD=18,
p=0.374, with Bonferroni correction, 0.003
significance level). Fit residuals were identified
(range, -1.752 to 1.065) and items were found
to fit to the model. Mean item fit residual
value and mean person fit residual value were

The 27-item ABILHAND-RA scale was
found to verify item invariance c2=36.476;
standard deviation (SD)=27; p=0.105]. For the
items 14 and 20, item function differences were
detected with respect to DAS28. In items 7, 16,
and 20, order of the thresholds was problematic
(disordered threshold). In the scale that fulfilled

Persons

Grouping set to interval length of 0.20 making 75 groups

15

Frequency

Total

No

Mean

SD

(90)

2.208

1.804

16.7%

10

11.1%

5

5.6%

0.0%

0
-7

Frequency

Items

-6

-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
Location (log)

0

0.0%

5

9.6%

10

19.2%

Figure 1. Person-item threshold distribution of Turkish version of ABILHAND questionnaire in
individuals with rheumatoid arthritis.
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-0.225±0.830 and -0.221±0.807, respectively.
The obtained residual standard errors were at
an acceptable level (<1.4). Item difficulty level
was determined as minimum -1.700 logit and
maximum 2.627 logit. An elevated logit value
is an indicator for a more difficult item. Mean
person location was 2.243±1.794 and mean
item location was 0.000±1.066 (Figure 1). When
residual correlations were analyzed, there was a
borderline correlation only between item 9 and
item 22 and no other values above 0.3 between
the remaining items. There were no differences
between the subsets identified after residual
basic components analysis (set 1: SubTest (ST)
017, ST010, ST011, ST04, ST05, ST013; set 2:
ST02, ST07, ST009, ST016, ST06) (t=5.393;
proportion of significant tests: 5.6%, 95% CI:
1.0%-10.4%). Unidimensionality assumption
was fulfilled. There was no differential item
functioning among the items in the aspects
of age, sex, disease duration or DAS28 (at a
significance level of 0.001 with Bonferroni
correction).
Item difficulty levels and model fit statistics
for the items that were used to determine the fit
to the Rasch model for the ABILHAND-RA (TR)
questionnaire were provided in Appendix 2.
PSI was found as 0.808 for ABILHAND-RA
(TR) questionnaire. It was demonstrated
that reliability is sufficient enough for group
comparisons.
In the ABILHAND-RA (TR) questionnaire,
impossible was coded as “0”, difficult as “1”,
and easy was coded as “2”. In the 18-item
ABILHAND-RA (TR) questionnaire, lower
score indicates a more influenced hand.
The correlations between demographic
characteristics, dominant and non-dominant
side grip strength scores, DHI score, NHP
score, and the results of ABILHAND-RA (TR)
questionnaire were provided in Table 4.
For females, the scores obtained from
ABILHAND-RA (TR) were lower compared
to males indicating more influence on females
(z=2.552; p=0.011). ABILHAND-RA (TR) scores
were not correlated to age, hand dominancy,
or duration of the disease (p>0.05). There was
an average but significant negative correlation
between DAS28 and ABILHAND-RA (TR)
(rho= -0.651; p<0.001). As the severity of the
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disease increased, ABILHAND-RA (TR) scores
seemed to decrease presenting more influence.
As the grip strength increased, ABILHANDRA (TR) scores significantly increased for both
dominant and non-dominant sides (p<0.05). As
the NHPT hand function test duration increased,
the ABILHAND-RA (TR) score decreased only
for the dominant side (p=0.021). However, the
statistical difference was not significant for the
non-dominant side (p>0.05).
As expected, a very strong, linear, and
negative correlation was found between DHI
and ABILHAND-RA (TR) scores (rho= -0.884;
p<0.001). As the individuals’ DHI scores increased,

Table 4. Relationship between demographic and
clinical variables and Turkish version of ABILHAND
questionnaire in individuals with rheumatoid arthritis
score (n=90)
Variables
Age

Z; rho

p

rho= -0.038

0.720

Gender (F<M)

z= -2.552

0.011

Dominant hand (right~left)

z= -0.888

0.374

Disease duration

rho= -0.152

0.154

DAS28 (n=64)

rho= -0.651

<0.001

Jamar grip strength

rho= 0.632

<0.001

Pinch grip

rho= 0.468

<0.001

Lateral grip

rho= 0.479

<0.001

Tripod grip

rho= 0.475

<0.001

NHPT

rho= -0.244

0.021

Grip strength
Dominant hand

Non dominant hand
Jamar grip strength

rho= 0.588

<0.001

Pinch grip

rho= 0.434

<0.001

Lateral grip

rho= 0.407

<0.001

Tripod grip

rho= 0.439

<0.001

NHPT

rho= -0.093

0.384

Duruoz Hand Index

rho= -0.884

<0.001

NHP total

rho= -0.616

<0.001

Energy level

rho= -0.532

<0.001

Pain

rho= -0.600

<0.001

Emotional reactions

rho= -0.505

<0.001

Sleep

rho= -0.352

0.001

Social isolation

rho= -0.428

<0.001

Physical skill

rho= -0.511

<0.001

DAS28: Disease Activity Score 28; NHPT: Nine Hole Peg Test; NHP:
Nottingham Health Profile; Z: Mann-Whitney U test; rho: Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient.

Turkish Version of Abilhand

they obtained lower scores in ABILHAND-RA
(TR) indicating a more influenced hand.
The relationship between NHP and
ABILHAND-RA (TR) scores were average and
the direction of the correlation was inverse
(rho= -0.616; p<0.001). Individuals with a higher
NHP score indicating a lower level of health
related quality of life also had lower ABILHANDRA (TR) score, again representing a more
influenced hand.
In order to analyze test-retest reliability of
ABILHAND-RA (TR) questionnaire, the
correlation between the scores of two consecutive
(at least seven days between the interviews)
interviews was analyzed. Results indicated an
excellent test-retest reliability (ICC: 0.921, 95%
CI: 0.882-0.947; p<0.001).

DISCUSSION
The current study was conducted to test the
validity and reliability of the ABILHAND-RA (TR).
Following the exclusion of one item (item 20)
and combining of highly correlated item couples
(subsets), it was determined that the 18-item
ABILHAND-RA (TR) questionnaire sustains item
invariance and fits to the Rasch model.
It is thought that the reason for the 96%
“easy” answer given for the highly correlated
“Handling a four-color ballpoint pen with one
hand” item is that this activity is commonly
performed using thumb interphalangeal joint,
though in RA, first carpometacarpal joint is more
frequently involved than the former.41 As a result,
item 20 in ABILHAND-RA (TR) is insufficient to
differentiate hand skills of patients.
While manual ability is a measure that deals
with a complex characteristic of human behavior,
no one can expect all items and individuals to fit
in a strictly mathematical model such as Rasch
model. In ABILHAND-RA (TR) questionnaire,
residual correlations were detected to be rather
high. Thus, to resolve local dependence issue
and to increase the fit to the Rasch model,
subtests were formed using these items.42 Items
with similar difficulty levels compared to other
items are excluded as they show potential item
redundancy.15 Based on our clinical expertise,
these item couples (subsets) provide very little
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information related to the manual ability of an
individual as they question activities that have
similar difficulty level. For example, participants
reported that the items “peeling onions” and
“peeling potatoes with knife” and the items
“taking a coin out of the pocket” and “grasping a
coin on the table” were very similar.
Another observation related to these combined
item couples (subsets) during the assessment
of individuals with RA is that participants
throughout their daily life performed them rarely.
For example, female participants who constitute
the majority of the participants in our sample
reported that they rarely perform the items
“using a screwdriver” and “screwing a nut on” in
daily life; instead, they usually ask their partners
to perform these activities.
In our study, ABILHAND-RA (TR) scores
of female participants were significantly lower
compared to males, likewise females were
reported to be more affected than males.43,44
In the literature, a relationship was also
expressed between disease activity and patient
ability.45 Similar to the literature, DAS28 and
ABILHAND-RA (TR) scores were inversely
correlated at a moderate level. Furthermore,
factors like age and handedness were also
found to be correlated to the manual ability
perceived by the individuals.46,47 The significant
relationship between manual ability and grip
strength presented in this study was also reported
in a previous study.14 However, no relationship
was detected between disease duration and
ABILHAND-RA (TR) scores.
Measurements assessing functional disability
in RA are increasingly used to evaluate treatment
outcomes and disease progression.48,49 It is easier
to monitor an individual’s status quantitatively using
purposeful activities which are meaningful for the
individual when the measurements’ items fulfill
the necessary requirements of unidimensional
measures. Most functional tests have no standards.
They are commonly individual-centered measures
and are devised to measure the perception of
patients in a specific region. In assessing manual
ability, ABILHAND targets patient skills decently.14
It is able to expose activities that are present in
real life and important for the patients, but hard
to detect in laboratory conditions.9 ABILHAND
creates a possibility to behaviorally measure the
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ability in carrying out manual activities of the
participants regardless of the pattern they use.14
Even though upper extremity disorders
are significantly related to manual ability, the
perceived difficulty in performing activities
depends on other factors such as motivation
and psychological condition.48 It should be
noted that as a self-reported questionnaire,
ABILHAND-RA (TR) gathers subjective
that and may include personal attitudes and
beliefs that may cause bias and modify the
real situation. The answer alternatives in the
questionnaire -easy, difficult, impossible- are
not very sensitive and the difference between is
obscure. This issue makes it harder to implement
the questionnaire and affects measurement
variability. Other investigators also pointed out
to this disadvantage previously.13,50,51 In addition,
a recent study has advocated that items that are
more difficult to perform should be included in
the questionnaire.50 The ABILHAND-RA (TR)
questionnaire is not particularly sensitive to the
answers. If ABILHAND-RA (TR) is made more
sensitive by addition of a new section to the
response section in the evaluation of manual
ability, it may become more appropriate to
differentiate the progression of individuals even
in small sample sizes to show the efficacy of
intervention methods in longitudinal studies.
Keeping these limitations in mind, the
available items in ABILHAND-RA (TR) seem
to work fairly well. The intra-class correlation
coefficient (ICC=921) obtained from test-retest
validation analysis is high which indicates
that ABILHAND-RA (TR) questionnaire is
sufficiently sensitive and appropriate enough
to detect differences between individuals with
RA who exhibit a wide range of functional
levels. The observed invariance supports
utilization of ABILHAND-RA (TR) in clinical
settings (in clinical assessments, rehabilitation
interventions, and evaluation of recovery). Our
sample represents the population well enough as
it includes individuals with RA having different
levels of functional status. Following this
validation, future work is needed to investigate
whether item hierarchy is sustained throughout
the rehabilitation process.
In conclusion, the Rasch analysis conducted
in this study allowed to develop an 18-item
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ABILHAND-RA (TR) questionnaire presenting
unidimensionality and appropriate internal
construct validity. ABILHAND-RA (TR) was found
to be clinically valid, reliable, and sensitive enough
to be used in clinical evaluations, rehabilitation
interventions, and for progression follow-up in
individuals with RA.
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Appendix 1. Turkish version of ABILHAND questionnaire in individuals with rheumatoid arthritis
Aa¤ıdaki aktiviteler ne kadar ZOR?
1

Kurun kalemi açmak

2

‹¤neye iplik geçirmek

3

Bıçakla patates soymak

4

So¤an soymak

5

Kavanozun kapa¤ını açmak

6

Et kesmek

7

Masanın üstünde duran bir bozuk parayı almak

8

Anahtar deli¤indeki anahtarı çevirmek

9

Bir cümle yazmak

10

Çerez paketini açmak

11

Hediye paketlemek

12

Çıtçıtı kapatma (mont, çanta vb.)

13

Birinin tırnaklarını kesmek

14

Birinin tırnaklarını törpülemek

15

Birinin saçını fırça ile taramak

16

Ampul takmak

17

Tornavida kullanmak

18

Somunu çevirerek sıkıtırmak

19

Zımba kullanmak

20

Basmalı tükenmez kalemi kullanmak

21

Musluk açmak

22

Bir teneke kutuyu almak (kola kutusu gibi)

23

Birinin saçını taramak

24

Cepten bozuk para çıkarmak

25

Bir ceketin fermuarını çekmek

26

Bir ienin kapa¤ını açmak

27

Çivi çakmak

Mümkün de¤il

Zor

Kolay

Fikrim Yok
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Appendix 2. Fit of Turkish version of ABILHAND questionnaire in individuals with rheumatoid arthritis items for
Rasch model (18 items)
Location
logits

Standard
error

Individual item
fit residual

c2

p

-1.700

0.205

0.119

0.069

0.793

-1.281

0.314

-0.811

0.447

0.504

-1.207

0.192

0.069

0.409

0.522

-1.069

0.198

-0.291

0.043

0.836

22 Bir teneke kutuyu almak (kola kutusu gibi)

-0.868

0.281

-1.053

2.787

0.095

1 Kurun kalem açmak

-0.653

0.357

-1.596

2.406

0.121

ST013

9 Bir cümle yazmak

-0.489

0.275

-1.125

0.773

0.379

ST015

11 Hediye paketlemek

-0.256

0.275

-1.752

2.330

0.127

ST01

3 Bıçakla patates soymak
4 So¤an soymak

0.136

0.151

-0.483

0.020

0.887

Item

ABILHAND-RA Items

ST03

12 Çıtçıtı kapatma (mont. çanta vb)
25 Bir ceketin fermuarını çekmek

ST012

8 Anahtar deli¤indeki anahtarı çevirmek

ST05

7 Masanın üstünde duran bir bozuk parayı almak
24 Cepten bozuk para çıkarmak

ST06

15 Birinin saçını fırça ile taramak
23 Birinin saçını taramak

ST017
ST008

ST014

10 Çerez paketini açmak

0.189

0.223

0.647

0.985

0.321

ST07

17 Tornavida kullanmak
18 Somunu çevirerek sıkıtırmak
21 Musluk açmak

0.341

0.205

0.138

0.650

0.420

ST009

2 ‹¤neye iplik geçirmek

0.346

0.216

1.065

2.501

0.114

ST04

19 Zımba kullanmak
27 Çivi çakmak

0.433

0.326

-0.207

0.306

0.580

ST02

13 Birinin tırnaklarını kesmek
14 Birinin tırnaklarını törpülemek

0.524

0.185

0.602

1.532

0.216

ST016

16 Ampul takmak

0.724

0.268

1.061

1.452

0.228

ST018

26 Bir ienin kapa¤ını açmak

0.890

0.199

0.002

0.638

0.424

ST011

6 Et kesmek

1.312

0.211

-0.688

1.513

0.219

ST010

5 Kavanozun kapa¤ını açmak

2.627

0.207

0.250

0.427

0.513

ABILHAND-RA: ABILHAND questionnaire in individuals with rheumatoid arthritis; c2: Individual item fit statistic; ST: SubTest.

